
Chapter 1

Receipt-freedom in voting

Written by Pieter van Ede.

Electronic elections are becoming more and more common today. However criticism on
these systems is also very common. This paper tries to address one of these points of
criticism, namely a way to prevent voters to be coerced or bribed by a villain to vote
for a specific candidate. To achieve this, the electronic voting systems must not allow
the voter to get a proof of the vote she casted, so that the villain has no means to find
out what the coerced voter has voted.

1.1 Introduction

Nowadays electronic voting system have become more common. People started to use
these systems, but quite soon already a major problem became apparent. The voters
had to trust that the computer ran correct software, so that it actually stored the vote
they wanted to cast. Unfortunatly for the manufacturers of these machines, people do
not always understand how these machines work, so they did not trust these machines
that much. But even the academic world had criticism on these machines, because the
manufacturers would not allow the software to be publicly verified. But even then, if the
software was verified to work correctly and safely, how could a voter make sure that the
actual machine on which he is voting is not running a malicious version of the program?

1.1.1 Properties of voting

Before we start analyzing the criticism that was casted on these electronic voting ma-
chines, let us consider what properties are desired for fair elections. According to [6] as
many as possible from this list should hold:

1. Authority: Only people that are authorized should be able to vote, possibly
excluding minors or criminals from voting.
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2. One vote: People should be allowed to cast only one vote. They might be allowed
to change their vote, but still the netto result must be a single vote.

3. Secrecy: All casted votes should be confidential, so that nobody can determine
what vote was casted by a certain person.

4. Correctness: The result of counting the vote should be the same as the sum of
the original votes, which means that there occurs no cheating in the process after
a vote is cast.

5. Verifiability: It should be observable for observers that the elections were fair
and that the result is indeed correct as defined in the previous property.

6. Coercion-protection: The voting system should prevent people from being
forced to vote for a particular candidate. This is also being called receipt-freedom,
because when the voter cannot prove for which candidate she voted, she cannot
be forced to choose for a particular candidate. In the remainder of this paper we
will focus on how to achieve this property.

7. Show-up checking: In some countries, like Belgium, it is obligatory to vote.
Therefore voting systems in those countries should be able to verify who have
already voted and who not.

8. Useability: The system should be easy to use and the system should be efficient.
This vote is perhaps not very fundamental to voting, so it might be considered
less important. In practice however a failure to sufficiently satisfy this property
will result in people rejecting the voting system.

The idea for electronic voting machine came from the desire to be less dependent on
the honesty of the election committee, which consists only of a small number of people.
The argument was that they are relatively easily persuaded to manipulate the election
and by introducing electronic voting this treat is removed and the correctness property
of voting is enhanced. Also the use of electronic voting machine would make the voting
process more efficient and therefore cheaper. However as the introduction mentioned,
the software used by the electronic machines are proprietary and can therefore not be
publicly analyzed for errors. And even if the code is verified and found to be correct,
then it is still possible to tamper with the voting machine while they are in storage.
That way a voter still cannot trust the actual voting machine he is using during the
election.

1.1.2 Fall of electronic voting

Besides the lack of verification of the voting machines, other problems surfaced. The
voting machines lacked a paper trail, so it was impossible to recount the votes and
therefore the verifiability property was violated. In the Netherlands the final blow was
delt by the fact that the machines in use emitted magnetic fields from which the vote
that was casted could be determined. They were put out of commission and elections
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are to beld held with traditional paper ballots again. This sparked further research into
electronic voting systems. One of the first principals was that the public should not have
to rely on the correctness of the machine, but instead on cryptographic correctness.

One of the proposals was that the voting machine would print out the ballot after
the user choose his candidate and put that ballot in the box. While it is debateable
whether this is more efficient then the old-fashioned way, this method does eliminate
the trust on black box voting machines: the voter can easily verify that the ballot is
correct. However the method is still cumbersome in the counting phase with all those
paper ballots, even when processed automatically. More important for this paper is,
that it has nothing to do with cryptography at all, it depends solely on physical means
to ensure fair elections. As it turns out however, in practice a good electronic voting
scheme always needs a combination of cryptography and physical protection. Also you
could argue whether or not this is receipt-free, because the villain could force you to take
a photograph of the vote you casted before you put it in the ballot box. This argument
can be dismissed by the fact that this is also possible in the traditional voting scheme
and is therefore not considered to be a weakness in the protocol.

One of the most promising proposals to fix this problem is to have the voting machine
print out a receipt stating the vote of the voter, so that the voter can verify that the
machine recorded the proper vote. However this receipt is not a ballot, it is only a
way to check the machine. People would trust a machine a bit more if they see the
correct result, but still people should be skeptic: the output on the receipt does not
necessarily correspond with the vote the machine actually recorded. While it is already
a challenging problem to design a system in such a way that the voter can verify the
correct storage of his vote with his receipt, it is even more challenging to at the same
time prevent the user from proving to a third party what he voted.

1.1.3 Need for receipt-freedom

This desired property of not being able to prove what a voter has voted, is called
receipt-freedom. At first glance, this property might seem an academic need for finding
problems to solve, so academics can produce fancy and difficult solutions, this actually
is a real fundamental issue. Imagine voters in a dictatorial regime, who do have the
choice between the dictator and the opposition, but if they vote for the opposition, they
will be killed or get in other kinds of trouble. We would like to provide to poor voters
with a system that allows them to cast a vote for candidate B, but to be unable to prove
to the secret police if they have voted for candidate A or B. While this situation might
seem a bit far fetched for a modern western country, it is still possible that in a family a
dominant father demands that all people in his household vote for his favorite candidate,
and prove that they voted ’correctly’ after they voted. In both situations we would like
to prevent the voter from obtaining a receipt from which the vote casted cannot be
reconstructed. There are however projects going that will never be receipt-free due to
the way voters are allowed to vote, such as in the project Cybervote (see Casus 1.1).
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Casus 1.1: Project Cybervote

According to [6], the European Commission
tries to enlarge the amount of voters by mak-
ing it easier to vote. They want to achieve
this by making it possible to vote via mobile
phones and the internet. A number of commer-
cial and academic organisations are researching
how to achieve this kind of voting, while main-
taining the important properties of voting. In
the context of receipt-freedom, these systems
can hardly be a succes. The comfort of voting at home or in a bar, also allows
people to be coerced by a dominant father or friends in a bar to vote while they
can watch you cast your vote. Only if you can later change your vote you could
escape your dominant father, but after a night in the bar you might not be able to
think straight enough to change your vote!

1.2 Current voting systems

Over the years, quite a number of voting systems have been proposed. The first voting
protocol was proposed by Chaum, which consisted of putting votes through a series of
mixers. These mixers operate on large batch and mixes these votes in its output in such
a way that it does not give any information about the correspondence between its output
and its input. Many protocols have been proposed that are based on this approach, but
others were based on blind signatures or homomorphism. The voting protocols based
on blind signatures required the voting authority to blindly sign a vote without seeing
the content of the vote. These protocols required a safe channel so the voter can safely
publish the signed vote, without the vote being linked to the voter. The protocols based
on homomorphism require the voter to encrypt the vote with a public key. Then the
votes are summed by making use of the homomorphic property and when all the votes
are collected, the result is decrypted by cooperation of the different voting authorities.
It has turned out that many of these protocols are not receipt-free [2].

1.2.1 Receipt-free protocols

Luckily, there also exist protocols which do have receipt-freedom. Benolah and Tuinstra
[1] have been the first to propose such a protocol. They only had one assumption: the
voter should use a voting booth. This ensures that there is a perfect untappable channel
between the voter and the voting machine. This can be achieved by demanding that
the voter enters a booth in private, so nobody can see what the voter does. We also
assume that tricks with grease on the keyboard or camera’s cannot be done without
being detected, otherwise the elections officials are only present to keep up appearances.
Later, Sako and Kilian [5] showed that a one-way tappable channel is enough to achieve
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receipt-freedom. A new consideration was introduced by Moran and Naor [2]. They
stated that because the public is rightfully skeptic about computers which they do
not understand, a voter should be able to simply verify that the voting machine worked
correctly. But because not all voters are mathematicians, these checks should be simple,
but at the same time prevent the voter from obtaining a receipt. In the remainder of
this paper, I will further explain the protocol devised by Moran and Naor.

1.3 Receipt-freedom by Moran and Naor

As stated before, Moran and Naor have devised a protocol that has receipt-freedom.
They used some ideas from other protocols, in particular from Neff [3]. Besides receipt-
freedom, it also has some quite remarkable features:

• Everlasting privacy. Their protocol is not computationally hiding like many
crypthographic protocols, but hides perfectly. This ensures that nobody can ever
determine how a person has voted, no matter how big his computer may be. They
also presented a more efficient version of their scheme, which is only computation-
ally hiding. It is this efficient version that we will consider in this paper.

• Universally verifiable. This means that everybody who is interested in the pro-
ceedings of the election can participate in the process of verifying the correctness
of the outcome of the election. This is an improvement over the traditional paper
voting system, where the public has to trust the judgement of appointed observers.

• Safe on unsafe machines. Even on voting machines that run malicious code,
their protocol remains safe. This property cannot be stretched infinitely, because
we can think of scenarios were the criminal can adept the machines in a way that
he can detect what a person voted for. However it is still remarkable that a certain
tampering with the voting machines does not gain anything for the villains.

I will not elaborate on how these other nice properties are achieved, but some con-
structs or calculations might seem overly complex due to these other properties. The
idea behind a receipt that is only useable to check the machine, but hides the vote,
is that the voter receives a commitment from the voting machine. With this commit-
ment it commits itself to the vote of the voter. This commitment is computed using a
commitment protocol, of which the global working is described below.

1. User has secret a.

2. User commits to a by computing the commitment y = C(a). The commitment
protocol then ensures that there is no a′ 6= a such that C(a) = C(a′). Also it is
guaranteed that from the commitment value y it is not possible to determine what
value of a was.

3. User opens y to prove that y was a commitment to a.
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1.3.1 Protocol overview

From very high level view the voter enters the booth and votes, where the voting machine
proves to the voter that the right vote is registered. After the election, all the votes
are counted and the voting machine proves that the outcome corresponds with all the
individual votes. As I sated, only the first state is interesting from our current point of
view. Let us first see what a voter experiences when voting with this system.

The voter, lets say Dianne, enters the voting place, where she identifies herself to the
voting committee. She then enters the booth, where she finds a computer screen, a
keyboard and an ATM style printer. You can see what happens in each of the following
steps in figure 1.2, which I borrowed from [2].

1. The screen lists the candidates to choose from, Alice, Betty or Charlie. For some
reason Dianne prefers Betty and presses B for Betty.

2. Dianne is asked to type some random words next to the other candidates.

3. The ATM-style printer prints out two lines. Because of the shield, Dianne can only
see that something of two lines was printed, but not what was printed. She may not
see what the actual output is at this moment, because the commitment together
with the random words that is typed in the next step form a zero knowledge proof,
which is used for the verification phase.

4. Now Dianne is asked to type some words next to the candidate of her choice.

5. The printer prints the three candidates along with the random words for each
candidate and the name of the voter. Dianne checks that all information is correct,
and now she sees that the machine is printing a ballot for Dharma. She can now
choose to abort, as she could have done at every step until now, or choose to
proceed because her official name really is Dharma.

6. She presses OK, and the machine prints CERTIFIED RECEIPT. Also a copy of
this receipt is posted on a public bulletin board. When Dianne gets home, she
verifies that the bulletin board holds an exact copy of her ballot, including the
first two lines of nonsense.

After the election, if all voters verified that their receipts were stored correctly on
the bulletin board, the counting can begin and all who are interested can check if this
counting is done fair. This verifying of the counting is done via a zero knowledge proof.
Also, Dianne cannot change her mind and say the machine was wrong after she presses
OK, because the CERTIFIED RECEIPT marks this vote as being valid.

To understand why this protocol is receipt-free, you need to imagine a nasty Trudy
that wants Dianne to vote for Alice. With this protocol, Trudy cannot tell whether
Dianne voted for Alice or Betty or somebody else, because she cannot see in which
order the random words were placed. However, the first two lines of seeming garbage
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Figure 1.2: The steps of a voter in the Moran-Naor voting scheme

were printed to show that the voting machine is producing a vote for Betty. Therefore
we demand that it is impossible for Trudy to reverse engineer this garbage into a vote
for Betty, to make sure Dianne does not get into trouble and make it worthless for
Trudy to coerce anybody at all. This is why we use a commitment protocol, because
that is the basic achievement of such a protocol. In the protocol by Moran and Naor,
the Pederson commitment protocol [4] is used. The purpose of a commitment protocol
is that it commits the committer to a certain value, while making it impossible for the
outside world to see to what value is committed.

1.3.2 Pedersen commitments

In order to make commitments that can be used to check that the voting machine
actually committed itself to a choice a, the Pedersen commitment scheme is used. The
Pedersen commitment scheme works as follows:

1. The committer chooses a secret a, which is in this case the candidate of preference.

2. The committer computes a commitment P (a, r). Here a ∈ Zq and r is a random
number also from Zq. P (a, r) is computed as hH(a)gr. Here both h and g are of
order q. We use a strong collision-free hashfunction H, because the some strings
to which the Moran-Naor protocol commits to are too long to map to Zq.

3. When the votes are counted and the voting machine is asked to show correctness
for this vote, it can show this by sending a and r. (This is only done in the Moran-
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Naor protocol when counting the votes in a verifiable way in the context of a zero
knowledge proof, and is therefore assumed to be safe.)

The schema also permits a malicious committer to choose an a′ 6= a and r′ such
that the commitment values are the same. This is prevented because this would mean
ha′

gr′
= hagr, which means ha′−a = gr−r′

, which means that the committer can compute
r−r′

a′−a
, which is logg h, which is assumed to be hard. Due to the randomization, it is

impossible to reverse engineer the commitment to the actual vote.

1.4 Discussion and conclusion

The receipt-free voting scheme presented by Moran and Naor satisfies the both basic
properties of elections: vote secrecy and verifiability, however I did not cover how they
achieved this. The interested reader is forwarded to [2]. It is indeed the case that the
system provides receipt-freedom, but it remains the question if every voter is convinced
of this. Because the commitment gargabe looks intimidating to an unknowing voter, he
might be easily convinced that the vote is reconstructable from this. That way voters
can still be coerced, which was what we wanted to prevent.

Another goal of Moran and Naor was to make this system easy for humans to verifiy
and use. While they did succeed in making it easy for humans to verify the system,
voting in this way is considerably more work than with paper ballots. Also visually
disabled people have trouble verifying their votes and older people might not be able to
verify their receipts on an online bulletin board. Therefore I think that while it is a nice
academic problem to study, it will take a long time before the advantages of electronic
voting will become larger then the disadvantages.
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